WHAT HAPPENS when a tornado picks up an auto and whirls it along at 300 mph? Will it remain airborne over some appreciable distance? Conceivably, such a missile could constitute a threat to the walls of a nuclear reactor structure. In tests being run for the Electrical Power Research Institute in Area III, it was learned that the 300 mph flying auto would probably sail several hundred feet before touching down. Rocket sled provided desired velocity, and auto became airborne after sled was suddenly braked. At right, Bob Lucas (2223) and test engineer Kathleen McCaughey (1535) examine remains.

Base OK's Sandians' Use of Recreation Facilities

In a major change of existing policy, Base Commander Col. Jack Sheppard has announced that many categories of civilians employed on the Base may now use the extensive recreational facilities previously restricted to military people, and they may also participate in a wide range of recreational programs. Eligibility extends to dependents of the civilian employees as well.

The head of Kirtland's Morale, Welfare and Recreation Division, Dick Wood, has described for LAB NEWS the facilities and programs involved. Here is a listing:

- Arts & Crafts Center, offering a ceramics workshop, photo lab, leather work, picture frame shop, sculpture, lapidary, stained glass and macrame.
- Auto hobby shop, a completely modern and equipped garage.
- Wood shop with a wide selection of wood-working tools and machines.
- Tijeras Arroyo golf course.
- Two bowling facilities.
- The east and west side Child Care and Child Development Centers.
- The Breakaway Recreation Center with many programs and services.
- Youth Recreation Program.
- The Base library.
- Recreation equipment rental program which loans camping and skiing gear.
- The Aero Club for instructional and recreational flying.
- Gymnasiums and swimming pools.
- Membership in the Officer's Open Mess or the NCO Open Mess.

Mr. Wood noted that participation by contractor employees will ordinarily be unrestricted; occasionally, however, a facility or program will be so popular that hours of use will be restricted or it may be necessary to establish a waiting list. In any event, active duty military persons have first claim on the military facilities and programs.

Payroll Figures Are Announced

The Sandia Laboratories payroll for fiscal year 1979, which ended Sept. 30, amounted to $148 million at Sandia Laboratories Albuquerque, and $24 million at Sandia Laboratories Livermore (California). For FY 78, these figures were $134 million for Albuquerque and $22 million for Livermore. Salaries of some 80 Sandia employees at Nevada Test Site and Tonopah Test Range (Nevada) are included in the Albuquerque figure.

At the end of FY 79 there were 7618 on roll at Sandia Laboratories, including 1050 at Livermore. The total is about 140 more than at the end of FY 78.

Assets of the Department of Energy's installations operated by Sandia Laboratories totaled $436 million at the end of FY 79, compared to $398 million in FY 78. These figures represent the acquisition cost of buildings and facilities at Sandia Laboratories Albuquerque, Sandia Laboratories Livermore and Tonopah Test Range. All assets are the property of DOE, but are used and operated by Sandia in research and development work for DOE.

Purchases by Sandia in New Mexico amounted to $81 million for FY 79. About 98 percent of the amount, or $79 million, went to Albuquerque firms. Purchases in the state in FY 78 amounted to $60 million. At Sandia Livermore, purchases in the Bay Area amounted to $13 million for FY 79.
Afterthoughts

The long perspective--It's true. Travel gives one fresh insights. In Ireland last month, we were struck by (and the order implies no ranking): the uncommon civility of the people; the stunning greeness of the countryside; the narrowness and meandering character of the roads; the high incidence of smoking and beer drinking; greyhounds and greyhound racing; the hideous traffic in the cities; women in their 70s, riding bicycles; the workman's and farmer's universal garb--tweed suit coat, shirt, tie, cap; double-decker buses and asphyxiating diesel fumes; the bleak beauty of the rolling, rocky grasslands of Galway; the ruins of castles that the visitor may scramble through willy nilly; the sense of genuine antiquity at Trinity College in Dublin; the euphoria in anticipation of the pope's visit; freshly baked Irish brown bread; high prices (2x plus those of US); and the startlingly pretty Irish girls. We are generally positive about Ireland, but these appraisals all are set against a backdrop of Ireland's pervasive smallness. The New Mexican is at a particular disadvantage where the horizons are close and the skies blue only now and then. I was glad to get home.

---

Ken Morgan (2162) writes: "If you like poems, how about this one?"

Well, we don't but this one, from the ancient Sanskrit, promotes an interesting philosophy:

Look to this day for it is life,
The very life of life.
In its brief course lie all the realities of existence;
The joy of growth,
The splendor of action,
The glory of power.
For yesterday is but a memory
And tomorrow is only a vision.
But today well lived makes
Every yesterday a memory of happiness
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well, therefore, to this day.

---

Nailing down the apple is no old wive's tale. A University of California nutritionist has confirmed an old folk cure for anemia that specified eating apples in which iron nails had been marinating for at least a day or two. The researcher studded Red Delicious apples with 4 to 10 16-penny nails for 4 to 24 hours, then removed the nails and fed the apples to anemic rats. A control group was fed food laced with ferrous sulfate.

"The apples," said the researcher, "provided at least as much usable iron as commercial mineral supplements."

---

Supervisory Appointments

DOMINIC RUSSELL to supervisor of Special Stock and Self-Service Stores Section 3742-1, effective Oct. 1.

After joining Sandia in May 1957 as a utility operator, Dom was assigned to the field test organization, working for two years at NTS and at various sites in the Pacific. Since that time, he has been a property clerk, a general stores stock analyst and an order analyst.

Dom served two years in the U.S. Army in Japan with the military government. He and his wife Helen have two daughters and three grandchildren. Off the job, Dom enjoys bowling and gardening.

---

CHARLIE CHAVEZ to supervisor of Stores Section 3742-3, effective Sept. 1.

Since coming to Sandia in June 1950 as a messenger, Charlie has progressed through the graded series from 1 through 9; he's worked as a material handler, records clerk, property clerk and order analyst. Most recently, Charlie has been a management aide and has worked as a buyer in Purchasing.

Before joining the Labs, Charlie worked for the Post Office and attended UNM and Western Business College. He and his wife Angelina are both natives of the city. The Chavez's and their three children are avid tennis players, playing in many tournaments.

---

Congratulations

Terry Martinez (2530) and John Holovka (1252), married in Albuquerque, Sept. 26.
Retirees Gather

SLL RETIREE GET-TOGETHER—Annual gathering of Sandia Livermore retirees drew a record crowd recently at Castlewood Country Club. Earlier that day a number of the retirees returned to the Laboratories to visit their former work locations with their spouses.

Hilt DeSelim, the attending senior retiree in length of Sandia service. Steve Corder, who came the farthest distance, chats with Bud Pearson and his wife Janet. Hellmuth Woidtke has attended annually (from Sebastapol) since retiring 11 years ago.

Jerry Maloney (right) makes a point with Dean Irvin of Benefits Administration Division 3543. Doris and Jerry Ward (left) and Bill and Roberta Cole, two of SLL's four retired couples.

Ben Aiken with Frank Cupps (8265) enroute to SLL's Tech Art Section.

Take Note

Congratulations to Mike Malinowski (8347) who took a third award in Livermore's recent Festival '79 juried art show. His winning entry was for a stained glass panel in the three-dimensional category. Retiree Ben Aiken also won a second award in oils and acrylics for his painting 'Exterior Figures.'

Doris and Jerry Ward (left) and Bill and Roberta Cole, two of SLL's four retired couples.

DOE Undersecretary John Deutch, Proctor Jones of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, and Senator J. Bennett Johnston (from left) toured facilities and were briefed on current projects during a recent visit to Sandia/Livermore. In the Combustion Research Facility with President Morgan Sparks and Dan Hartley (8350), Mike Dyer (8335) explains the "combustion bomb" device which is being used to gain better understanding of particulate formation in stratified-charge engines.
At Atomic Level

**Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator Effective Materials Analysis Tool**

During its first year of operation, Sandia's tandem Van de Graaff accelerator in Bldg. 884 has made unique research contributions in the area of physics concerned with atomic level composition of semiconductors, thin films and microelectronic devices. In addition, the facility is used for advanced research on "first wall" materials for fusion reactors.

"What we have," Paul Peercy, Supervisor of Ion Implantation Physics Division 5112, says, "is a very powerful tool for materials analysis. Because of the wide variety of ions which we can accelerate and the high energies which we can obtain, we can non-destructively measure the depth distribution of any atomic species with high sensitivity and a depth of resolution of approximately one hundred atom spacings in the near-surface region of solids.

"We have long been interested in the role of hydrogen in solids—outgassing, permeation, embrittlement, passivation—all of the ways that hydrogen affects materials and especially those used in neutron generators. This led us into implantation and analysis of hydrogen atoms in materials, and for years Sandia has conducted very advanced ion implantation research programs. The work is continuing in both our group and in Division 5111 under Tom Picraux."

Paul continues, "We are still much concerned with hydrogen—it's a major problem in fusion reactor first wall materials. And we are concerned with hydrogen in thin films used in microelectronics applications. Minute quantities of hydrogen and the manner in which it is distributed affect the electrical performance of many microelectronic devices—for example, the silicon nitride Sandia uses for semiconductor memories. Using the tandem accelerator facility and our diagnostic techniques, we can study the hydrogen in detail and arrive at some understanding of what's occurring on an atomic level. We can perform a complete non-destructive analysis of the in-depth atomic composition of microelectronic materials and devices."

The accelerator facility is actually two machines—a six million volt tandem Van de Graaff accelerator and a 300 kilovolt accelerator. The larger machine is called "tandem" because the ion beam starts with negative ions at ground potential that are accelerated to a high energy positive terminal. They are then stripped of two or more electrons and further accelerated back to ground potential. Because of the tandem action, energies up to 30 million electron volts can be obtained for many different species of ions. At this energy, the velocity of the ions is approximately one-tenth that of light.

The 300 kilovolt machine is used to implant ions in solids and the tandem is predominantly used for analysis. The two machines share a common vacuum chamber where samples undergo sequential implantation and analysis.

The primary analysis techniques used are ion backscattering/channeling, elastic recoil detection, nuclear reaction analysis and ion induced x-rays.

For ion backscattering/channeling, light ions (typically H or He) are accelerated into a solid of heavier mass atoms. The light ions scattered back at a particular...
angle from the target are then energy analyzed to determine the depth distribution of the different atomic constituents.

The elastic recoil detection technique, which is also used for profiling, reverses the action of ion backscattering. For example, instead of accelerating a light ion such as hydrogen into a sample of silicon, a beam of silicon ions is accelerated into a sample containing hydrogen. Silicon knocks some of the hydrogen out of the sample in a forward direction. By measuring the energy distribution of the recoiled hydrogen, the hydrogen concentration versus depth in the sample can be determined. This technique was developed at Sandia for simultaneously profiling the separate deep into most parts of the sample.

Paul says, "we can profile several microns deep into most solids."

Nuclear reaction analysis is also used for hydrogen isotope profiling. One technique relies on the fact that at sufficiently high energies, a variety of nuclei undergo a resonant reaction with protons to produce a gamma ray. By measuring the gamma ray yield as a function of the energy of the incident beam, the hydrogen depth distribution can be determined with a depth resolution of 100-200 Angstroms and a sensitivity of 200 parts per million.

In ion-induced x-ray analysis, the incident ions interact with the electrons around the nucleus of the atom in the solids to produce x-rays. These x-rays provide a more sensitive means for detecting some impurities in solids than the previously mentioned techniques but do not offer good depth resolution. The different techniques are combined for a complete analysis.

Paul and his group are also conducting research on laser-annealed semiconductor materials where considerably more hydrogen may be incorporated into crystalline materials than by conventional techniques. With laser annealing—very high temperatures for very short times delivered by a powerful coherent light beam—the hydrogen is stabilized into the crystalline structure of the semiconductor.

"We are moving into areas of super-saturated solutions of dopants in silicon and producing hydrogenated crystalline silicon. These materials are being investigated for microelectronic applications, which means tailoring the properties of materials to fit specific applications," Paul says. "These techniques are also being explored for developing new materials for photovoltaic applications.

"The end result of all this," Paul says, "is developing an understanding of materials properties and tailoring materials to meet the requirements of new and exotic applications."

**Sympathy**

To Sam Griego (1485) on the death of his father in Albuquerque, Oct. 2.

To Seyfred Toledo (1472) on the death of his brother in Gallup, Oct. 9.

To Antonio Salazar (3618) on the death of his father-in-law in Golden, Oct. 2.

To Dorene Yepa (1472) on the death of her father-in-law, Oct. 15.

LAWTON MILLER & DON RIGALL of Exploratory Systems Division 5623 accept President Spark's congratulations for awards bestowed on them by the Air Force's Space & Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO). The awards read: 'For providing rapid response and outstanding engineering in developing the primary payload for the first large ballistic recovery vehicle launch in direct support of the Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles Programs.' Don, who heads Div. 5623, says the Air Force was particularly pleased with the Labs meeting the nine-months' schedule established for development of the payload.

DOGS, CATS & OTHER — First entry in our series on unusual pets is Denver, a poodle/spaniel mix who isn't himself all that unusual, but his mode of transportation is. Retiree Don Bliss uses his bike as his primary means of transportation and for a while this meant that Denver stayed home while Don did his bike riding. So Denver fashioned this box for the pooch. He isn't certain that Denver actually likes the arrangement but, as Don says, "Denver probably figures that anything beats staying home."

**Events Calendar**

Oct. 19-20—NM Symphony Orchestra, Richard Stoltzman, clarinetist, soloist, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy, 842-8265 or 277-3121.

Oct. 21—Albuquerque Youth Symphony, 3 p.m., Popejoy.

Oct. 22—Audubon Film: "Into Australia's Red Center," 7:30 p.m., Popejoy.


Oct. 28—Special Holiday Halloween performance by the NM Symphony Orchestra Ensemble, free, 4 p.m., Kimo Theater.


NANCY ARNALL & CAP—Nancy was one of the first to get a Sandia Labs cap from the latest shipment. She’s an electronic fabrication apprentice in Org. 1474. Caps run $4.25, are available in LAB NEWS office (Bldg. 814). Proceeds go to support South Highway 14 Village Project.
Fun & Games

Basketball—An organizational meeting for team captains and those interested in playing will be held Tuesday, Oct. 23, at 5 p.m., at the Coronado Club to set the schedule for the upcoming fall season.

Running—Do you run when you travel? Your Adidas and running shorts take up little room, and the novelty of doing your mileage in a different setting can make the run more enjoyable. LAB NEWS is planning a series of short articles that describe good running courses in the various cities most often visited by Sandians. According to Traffic, they are: Washington, Amarillo, Las Vegas, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Santa Maria, Tampa/St. Pete., Seattle, Pasco, Philadelphia, Hartford, Boston, Providence, San Diego, Dallas and St. Louis. Have you found a good place to run in any of these cities? We'd appreciate a paragraph or two describing the course—including its approximate length, proximity to hotel/motel, and whether a vehicle is needed to get to it. Send your write-up to John, LAB NEWS, Org. 5162.

Triathlon—Set for Sunday, Nov. 4, at 8 a.m., the third annual Triathlon of Albuquerque, the Jay Benson Memorial, is sponsored by the Coronado Club and is a unique athletic event. Contestants first bicycle ten miles, then run five miles, and conclude with a 1/4-mile swim, all back-to-back with no pause between events. Winner is person with shortest elapsed time from the start of the biking phase to the conclusion of the swimming phase. The Triathlon is held on Base, with the first two phases performed over the road south to Manzano Base; the Olympic pool is used for the swim (a quarter-mile is eight lengths). The entry fee is $3 and forms are available in the LAB NEWS office as well as at the Coronado Club. All entrants get a Triathlon T-shirt, and trophies are awarded to persons excelling in the various brackets.

Powerlifting—Richard Cernosek (1254) was meet director at the recent invitational powerlifting meet, held on KAFB, and he reports that a number of Sandians participated. Chuck Barnes (5135) set a state record in the squat with a lift of 450 lbs. in the 165-lb. class. Hamp Richardson (4218) had a total lift of 1000 lbs. and Dave Doughlass (5831) a total of 800 lbs. Cernosek himself set two state records in the 220-lb. class, 560 lbs. squat and 1615 lbs. total.

Self-Defense—C-Club rec director Skip Dougherty would like to determine interest in a 6-weeks, twice-a-week self-defense course to be instructed by Lou Zelnio (5649), a 1st degree black belt holder. Two other instructors would assist, and the class would be limited to 18 people. Classes would be held on Mondays and Wednesdays from 5 to 6:30 at the Base gym.

Cost, $30. Call Skip on 4-8486 if you're interested.

Aerobic dancing—Session no. 3 of this popular way of gaining fitness is set to begin Oct. 29 at the C-Club. Cost is $24 for two 1-hour classes per week, Monday and Wednesday. You don't have to be a dancer, it's for men, too, and you do your thing to music—not the dreamy kind, more like the polka at a Polish wedding after a few toasts. Class size is limited to 30. Call Skip on 4-8486 to sign up.

Shooting—Gary Malin (5432), Jim Swanson (DOE) and Franco Briceno (DOE) distinguished themselves in the recent Police Combat State Championship matches held at Los Alamos. The three are among the "Governor's 20 Winners"—those shooters who placed in the top 20.

Gary had a 1477x56, Jim a 1481x98, and Franco a 1435x55. All three are security inspectors.

Skiing—The Coronado Ski Club's Get-in-Shape for Skiing class has already had its first session, but if you're interested, it runs Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Base gym starting at 7 p.m. The classes extend through Dec. 13. Bob Butler, 4-4940, is the contact.

A safety and maintenance clinic has been set for Tuesday, Oct. 30, from 6:30 to 8:30 at the C-Club, with Brian Gallagher of Action Sports presiding. Brian will give instruction on ski and binding maintenance, and binding release settings will be checked (so bring your boots as well).

The Club's first major ski trip, to Steamboat Springs Jan. 12 to 19, still has openings. Bob Butler, 4-4940, should be called.

* * *

R E T I R I N G

Walter Halpin (1221)
Sol Chavez (3155)
Eugene Acton (1245)
Charles Maak (5832)
Vernon Barcafer (1126)
Eulalio Trujillo (3614)
Marie Carlson (2457)
Marvin Aaron (3421)
THE PRES DEPATS—LAB NEWS photographer Bill Lockar says he’s snipped the former president’s head off when he was one of the first in line to get press credentials when Jimmy Carter came last week. Bill took this photograph shortly before the President left Albuquerque after meeting with western governors in the city.

JUNK/GOODIES/TRANSPORTATION/ANIMALS

VANITY for bathroom window/shower. $445. TRIBUS computer interface minidisk. 64kbytes memory. DOB basic, $90. mans. floppy drives. Magee. 881-1544.

MAN’S jackets, sizes 7-14. $75. $45.

ROCK SLAB cutting saw, 14”. extra blade, $150. 296, 293-3329.

BALDWIN Orpho-Sonic concert organ w/stand, 8 pumps, $500. 255-3656.

FRANCHI over/under/upper gun 20” barrel, 12 ga. $325. 296, 295-3329.

WOMEN’S GOLF CLUBS w/cover, 60-65, club cover, $250. 293-281,

WORLDWIDE, 293-281.

SECTIONAL garage door hardware, $25. Clarin hairbrush elect., knife, 30 Pe. $1.50, 6-01.

WOMEN’S 20”x20”, $50. RA, 293-3329.

BRASS LP juice, $50. 293-3329.

PARKER 51, $20. 293-3329.


PARKER 51, $20. 293-3329.

TOOTER, TRAVELER, coxbox, cold box, extra tires, new tires, $85. 293-299.

Man’s suit, $90. $30. 298-799.
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HAPPY HOURS—Tonight, veal cordon bleu tops the buffet spread while a group called Y Sus Gatos makes the happy music. Next Friday, Oct. 26, the Carter Express Disc Jockey will be in charge of the music while the Club's kitchen staff goes all out with Chateaubriand with mushroom sauce heading the buffet menu. To reserve tickets for Friday buffets, call the Club office, 265-6791, by midweek.

TOMORROW IS OKTOBERFEST at the Club. This means German specialty items such as sauerbraten and bratwurst on the super buffet spread, German beer flowing light and dark plus lots of singing and dancing. Prost! Believe it or not, Anastasios Nicolaides and his authentic German band will make the oom-pah music. Call the Club office right now to find out about reservations.

ASSORTED SPOOKS, goblins, monsters, witches and vampires crawl out of the woodwork on Halloween (Oct. 31) starting at 6 p.m. to scare the pants off anyone who has the courage to wander through the Club's Chamber of Horrors. Set up to entertain the kids, the Chamber also welcomes parents. There will also be bobbing for apples, packages of goodies, etc., for kids.

TRAVEL—a Caribbean cruise, packages to Europe and Hawaii—what else could you want? See Travel Director Ed Neidel in the lobby tonight between 6 and 7 and tell him about it. He has the full scoop.

JUNIOR BOWLERS—There's a few spots left in the Coronado Club junior bowling league for youngsters age 7 through high school. The group meets Saturday mornings starting at 8:45 at San Mateo Lanes. For more details, call Gis Kelly (3542), 4-6989.

Bread baker's please note. Those of you who tried Reece Gilmer's prize-winning recipe for whole wheat bread (LAB NEWS, Oct. 5) have probably produced a bland loaf slightly thicker than Mideastern pita bread. This is no fault of Reece's. Gremlins, or whatever those things are that attack type galleys, somehow changed the yeast measurement from tablespoons to teaspoons. And to the best of our knowledge, silverfish also ate an entire line of type in the list of ingredients, the one dealing with sweeteners. The rest of the recipe was O.K., so, here, for the record, is a complete (and correct) list of ingredients:

**BASIC WHOLE WHEAT BREAD**
(Makes 2 1/2 lb. loaves)

3 1/2 cups milk
3/4 cup oil or shortening
1/3 cup sugar, honey or molasses
4 teaspoons salt
2 1/2 tablespoons dry yeast
7/8 to 9 cups flour
1 egg (room temp) beaten

Ham radio operators at Sandia have been invited to participate in the 20th annual CQ-WE Amateur Radio Contest. Pete H avalanche (5842) is coordinating at Sandia. The contest will be held Nov. 7-11. More info from Pete at 4-1273.

Former State Department official Christian Herter will speak on United Nations founding at the KAFB East Officers Club. The event will be held at 6:30 p.m. Pete King is New Mexico chairman for the Arabian culture. In October there's the stall decoration contest. The Arabian culture.

In our last issue we carried a few lines to the effect that color prints of Tech Area I were available in limited quantity, and people wanting a copy should drop a line to LAB NEWS. Well, we had 20 copies to give away and something like 275 people applied, leaving us with mouths agape and a pretty fair deficit. At the moment we're holding our heads trying to decide what to do. Please be patient.

Murl Moore (3654) called to report next week's Arabian Horse Show at the State Fair Grounds. The national show runs from Oct. 21 to 27, and some 1400 Arabians will be competing for titles in 45 classes. Events begin every day at 8 and continue through the evening. It's free in the morning, but there's a general admission charge in the afternoons and evenings. If you like horse racing, there will be an auction of 40 Arabians Thursday evening at 7 at the Horse Arena. It's free, though the horse flesh is expected to run to $10k and more per animal. And on Friday evening there's the stall decoration contest. In this, horse owners decorate their stalls to resemble the Bedouin tent households of the Arabian culture.

If you think disco dancing may be your thing, Pete Slater (5641) and his wife, Nancy, may have an offer you can't refuse. They're planning classes at the Coronado Club in the two-step, the Latin Hustle and/or the New York Hustle. If disco turns you off, don't despair, however, since Pete and Nancy are also planning a ballroom dancing course featuring all-time favorites like the waltz, the cha-cha, swing and tango. Classes, on dates to be selected by consensus, will begin about 4:45 p.m. Final schedules and costs will be announced after prospective students let the Slaters know what they'd like. Contact Nancy or Pete at 294-5858.

The 24th annual Fun Fly for radio controlled model airplanes is set for the Oct. 27-28 weekend with aerobatics, precision flying demonstrations, pylon racing and aerial dogfights scheduled as part of the competition. Sponsored by the Albuquerque Radio Control Club, the meet is open to the public. The flying begins at 10 a.m. both days at La Boca Negra Park on the West Mesa near Volcano Cliffs.